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Abstract—small embedded devices called sensors in a wireless sensor networks (WSN) which communicate wirelessly with ad-hoc configuration. This paper explores permanent energy drain-out attack at routing protocol layer in wireless sensor network, which causes infected node from network permanently by draining battery power. This Vampire attacks are rely on the properties of classes of routing protocol and not specific to the routing protocol layer. These attacks are difficult to detect and easy to carry out by sending protocol compliant messages to the neighbouring nodes in network. We analyse and compare such attack and energy consumption in AODV routing protocol and suggested method to eliminate such attack.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Applications such as continuous connectivity, weather monitoring, industry and instantly-deployable communication for first responders and military. These networks already consider environmental conditions, factory performance, and troop deployment, to name some applications. [1][2] To mitigate network attack problems, there are methods which can stop attacks from happening on the short-term availability of a network but they do not address attacks that affect long term availability. Vampire attack causes denial of service attack is to completely drain energy of sensor node. These attacks work over time to completely disable a network called vampire attack [4][5]. Vampire attacks are not protocol-specific and they do not depend on design properties or implementation faults of specific routing protocols, but rather exploit properties of protocol classes such as link state, distance-vector, source routing, and geographic and beacon routing. [2][3][4][5] Vampire attacks do not depend on flooding the network with large amounts of data rather try to transmit as little data as possible to get the largest energy drain which prevents a rate limiting solution. Vampires attack use protocol compliant messages which make it very hard to detect and prevent in network [7]. Existing work on securing routing attempts to confirm that intruder cannot cause path discovery to return an invalid network path, but Vampires do not modify routing paths instead of that it uses existing valid network paths and protocol compliant messages which requires normal health check and before actual data transfer over the network [4][6].

Vampire attackers are malicious insider node having the same resources and level of network access as honest nodes. Attacker location within the network is assumed to be fixed and random. This is far from the strongest adversary model; rather this configuration represents the average expected damage from Vampire attacks [6][7]. Smart adversary placement or dynamic node compromise would make attacks far more damaging. In this paper we are exploring energy consumption in AODV routing protocol after Vampire attack and how to enhance the energy of node by detecting and protecting from vampire attack.
II. METHODOLOGY

DETECTING VAMPIRE ATTACK
Scan the network with energy consumption level as compare to initial energy. Identify sensor nodes with lowest energy or zero energy and consider as infected node. Monitor abnormal behaviour in network communication and set threshold limit of legitimate message as compare to normal network communication time. While generating vampire attack, attacker node keep sending messages even after communication between nodes are finished. The node which are abnormal in behaviour is considered as attacker. Remove infected nodes and malicious nodes from the network topology for attack free communication. Energy consumption will be less with no malicious nodes in WSN as normal nodes doesn’t have to respond to malicious nodes.

IMPLEMENTING LEACH PROTOCOL
In WSN, LEACH save network energy greatly compared with non-cluster algorithm. Many other clustering algorithm are proposed on LEACH such as TEEN (Threshold sensitive Energy Efficient Sensor Network Protocol) [11] PEGASIS (Power Efficient Gathering in Sensor Information Systems) [12] and so on. In LEACH protocol, all clusters are self-organised, each cluster contains a cluster head and several non-cluster nodes. Attacker head consumes more energy than non cluster head nodes. With the purpose of balancing network energy consumption and prolong the network life cycle, it selects cluster head randomly and each node has equal chance to be a cluster head [1]. Once Cluster Head CH1 is elected, initiate one more round of next Cluster Head CH2 selection process. The node which having less energy or equivalent to CH1 will be elected as CH2. The dual Cluster head in network topology helps in frequent round of cluster head selection and saves node energy. Once the CH1 energy reaches to alarming level, CH2 takes part in active communication and inform all nodes about the Cluster head.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS AND COMPARISON
The prosed system is implemented using NS2 ver 2.34. NS2 is mainly used for simulation purpose where we can configure routing protocol such as AODV. Around 36 nodes are considered to form the Cluster and cluster head selection. The below fig: 1 shows cluster network formation after detecting and eliminating malicious and infected sensor node from network topology formation.

Below fig. 2 shows formation of cluster with cluster head selection CH1 & CH2 and communication. No malicious and infected node is part of network topology.
Below fig 3 shows throughput analysis using LEACH and AODV- under Vampire attack. Packet throughput of LEACH is high as compare to AODV under Vampire attack. Under Vampire attack packets are getting dropped whereas under LEACH packets delivery is high.

Fig: 4 shows delay comparison with LEACH and under AODV- Vampire attack. Packet delay is less under LEACH as compare to under AODV-vampire attack.
Energy Comparison

Energy consumes whenever some nodes sends data to other node/base station in WSN. The fig 5 clearly shows that energy consumption is more after vampire attack as compare to LEACH protocol scenario. Attacker node keep sending protocol compliant messages to nodes, which required more energy for communications among nodes and attacker. Whereas less energy consumes in Dual Cluster-Head LEACH communication.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we studied that the Vampire attacks use routing protocol permanently disable ad-hoc wireless sensor network by depleting nodes battery power. On the basis of LEACH protocol, this paper proposed an energy enhancing algorithm and technique to detect and protect from Vampire attack. The algorithm considers distance factor, residual energy, cluster head selection and strategy of eliminating infected node and attacker from network topology formation. As it is proved in simulation result, the modified algorithm can enhance the node energy efficiently and protect the network from Vampire attack.
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